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Abstract—We consider a hierarchical spectrum sharing net-
work consisting of a primary and a cognitive secondary
transmitter-receiver pair, with non-backlogged traffic. The sec-
ondary transmitter may utilize cooperative transmission tech-
niques to relay primary traffic while superimposing its own
information, or transmit opportunistically when the primary user
is idle. The secondary user meets a dilemma in this scenario.
Choosing cooperation it can transmit a packet immediately even
if the primary queue is not empty, but it has to bear the
additional cost of relaying, since the primary performance needs
to be guaranteed. To solve this dilemma we propose dynamic
cooperative secondary access control that takes the state of
the spectrum sharing network into account. We formulate the
problem as a Markov Decision Process (MDP) and prove the
existence of a stationary policy that is average cost optimal.
Then we consider the scenario when the traffic and link statistics
are not known at the secondary user, and propose to find the
optimal transmission strategy using reinforcement learning. With
extensive numerical evaluation, we demonstrate that dynamic
cooperation with state aware sequential decision is very efficient
in spectrum sharing systems with stochastic traffic, and show
that dynamic cooperation is necessary for the secondary system
to be able to adapt to changing load conditions or to changing
available energy resource. Our results show, that learning based
access control, with or without known primary buffer state, has
close to optimal performance.

Index Terms—Hierarchical spectrum sharing, cooperative
transmission, queuing systems, Markov decision process, rein-
forcement learning.

I. Introduction

Hierarchical spectrum sharing among users of different
networks is a promising solution to improve the spectrum
efficiency, and thus to alleviate the spectrum shortage problem
caused by the rapidly growing demand for wireless appli-
cations and services. Under hierarchical spectrum sharing
the higher priority, primary users (PUs) have performance
guarantees, whereas the secondary, low priority users (SUs)
need to be cognitive, and adjust their access strategies so that
the primary performance does not degrade. One traditional
paradigm to facilitate hierarchical spectrum sharing is oppor-
tunistic spectrum sharing [1], where SUs identify the time-
frequency resources unused by the PUs [2][3][4], and exploit
them for their own transmissions [5][6][7].

Thanks to the development of advanced signal processing
and interference management techniques, cooperative spec-
trum sharing is considered as an alternative way to share
spectrum more efficiently between primary and secondary

users. Instead of transmitting in idle time or on idle frequency,
the SUs relay primary packets, and transmit their own packets
with superimposed signal [8][9][10][11], or with a time-
[12][13][14], frequency-[15][16], or space-[17] division based
cooperative relaying scheme. With appropriate cooperation
between the two networks, the throughput or the power
efficiency of the PUs can be guaranteed or improved, whereas
the SUs gain more transmission opportunities. The litera-
ture on cooperative spectrum sharing networks addresses the
optimal relay selection and resource allocation [12][13][14],
and presents scaling laws [18][19][20], assuming that users
are always willing to cooperate and always have packets
to transmit. Non-backlogged traffic is considered for various
cooperative spectrum sharing schemes in [21][22][23][24].
These works characterize the stable-throughput region under
stochastic packet arrival and transmission processes, however,
still assuming that the SUs always cooperate.

In this paper we formulate the dilemma of the secondary
user that needs to transmit a stream of randomly arriving
packets. As the primary performance needs to be guaranteed,
the SU may have significant cost of cooperation, in terms
of increased transmission power or very low probability of
successful transmission. Therefore, under dynamic load, the
SU may instead wait for idle time and transmit opportunis-
tically. Note that the PU does not have this dilemma, since
its transmission performance is guaranteed in the hierarchical
spectrum sharing scenario. We define the cost of secondary
access as the combination of the cost of cooperation and the
cost of additional packet delay, and define dynamic cooperative
secondary access schemes that aim at minimizing the long-run
average cost. We provide a Markov Decision Process (MDP)
formulation to derive optimal access schemes when the load
and the network parameters are known for the secondary sys-
tem, and evaluate the performance of reinforcement learning
for the cases when this knowledge is not available.

The MDP framework and its variations such as constrained
MDP and Partially Observable MDP (POMDP) [25] have been
used extensively for optimizing control strategies in discrete
time stochastic systems in general. In the area of spectrum
sharing networks with opportunistic secondary access MDP
has been used to design sensing and access strategies for the
SUs, when the primary traffic can be modeled with some
known stochastic processes [2][3][5][6]. Reinforcement learn-
ing techniques, such as Q-learning [26] and R-learning [27]
provide online optimization tools that can solve MDPs it-
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eratively without a priori knowledge of the state transition
probabilities, and therefore, has been used for secondary
access or interference control design, when the stochastic
behavior of the primary system, or of the other interfering
secondary systems are not known a priori [4][6][7].

In this paper we consider a primary and a secondary node
pair, both with dynamic traffic and unreliable transmission
channel. The SU aims at trading off the cost of cooperative
relaying and the increased delay of opportunistic transmission.
The main contributions of the paper are summarized as fol-
lows:

• We define four secondary access strategies in the hi-
erarchical spectrum sharing system with opportunistic,
cooperative, sequential decision and random cooperation
based access, and derive the stable-throughput region, that
is, the maximum arrival rates when both the primary and
the secondary transmission queues are strongly stable.

• To find optimal sequential decision policy, we formulate
the dilemma of the secondary user as an MDP with the
objective of minimizing the long-run average cost, where
the cost of an action includes the cost of cooperative
transmission and the cost of secondary queuing delay.
We show that the long-run average cost is upper bounded
within the stable throughput region. We prove the exis-
tence of an optimal sequential decision that is stationary
and propose an approximation method based on linear
programming to find the optimal policy and the minimum
long-run average cost for infinite buffer systems.

• We consider the case of unknown primary and secondary
traffic and link statistics, and propose R-learning to find
optimal sequential decision policy based on the experi-
enced cost, including the scenario when the secondary
user receives request for cooperation from the primary
user but is not aware of the primary queue length.

• We investigate the performance of optimal sequential
decision by extensive simulations, and show that it can
significantly reduce the average cost compared to the
cost of pure opportunistic and pure cooperative spectrum
sharing schemes, especially when the traffic intensity of
the secondary user is moderate and that of the primary
is not very low. Random cooperation, in turn, has lower
gain, but can achieve a performance close the the better
one of the static opportunistic or cooperative schemes. We
show that the performance of sequential decision under
learning is close to optimal, even with limited knowledge
on the primary queue size.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We introduce
the system model and the four different spectrum sharing
schemes in Section II. The stable-throughput regions of the
considered schemes are evaluated in Section III. In Section
IV, we define and discuss the MDP to achieve the optimal
sequential decision of the secondary system, and in Section V
give the R-learning formulation. The performance of optimal
sequential decision based spectrum sharing is evaluated in
Section VI. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VII.

II. Spectrum sharing schemes and System model

We consider a spectrum sharing network, where a primary
user and a secondary user, PT and ST, intend to transmit
packets to their respective destinations, PR and SR, via a
shared wireless channel. Time is slotted and the transmission
of each packet takes one time slot. The PT and the ST can
transmit in separate time slots directly to the destinations, or
they can use a cooperative transmission scheme, where the
ST relays the primary packet toward the PR, at the same time
superimposing its own packet to the SR [8].

We compare two static and two dynamic secondary access
schemes:

• Opportunistic spectrum sharing: the PT transmits directly
to the PR. The ST senses the channel at the beginning of
each time slot. If the channel is idle, the ST transmits a
packet directly to PR, and it keeps silent otherwise.

• Cooperative spectrum sharing: the ST always relays the
primary packet, and superimposes its own packet, if the
the PT transmission queue is non-empty. If the PT is idle,
the ST transmits directly to the SR.

• Sequential decision: in each time slot the ST decides
about cooperating or not, where the decision can depend
on the current state of the system. The ST needs to be
aware of the state of the two queues, that is, the number
of packets waiting, Qp and Qs, and needs to inform the
PT about its decision. If the PT does not transmit, the ST
uses direct transmission.

• Random cooperation: in each time slot the ST makes a
random decision, to cooperate or to transmit opportunis-
tically, with fixed probabilities, and informs the PT about
its decision. Again, the ST transmits directly to SR if the
PT is silent. This scheme can be considered as a special
case of the sequential decision scheme where the decision
does not depend on the system state.

To compare the performance of the above schemes we
consider the stable-throughput region and the long-run average
cost of the secondary system. To reflect the secondary dilemma
of to wait or to cooperate, the cost reflects the increased delay
of opportunistic access and the increased power consumption
of cooperative transmission. Specifically, in each time slot
the accumulated secondary cost is increased with ChQs that
reflects the secondary queuing delay and in addition with
Cc, the cost of cooperation, if the secondary node performs
cooperative transmission.

We model the primary and the secondary system as fol-
lows. Since packets may not be received successfully due to
the impairments of the radio channel, we model the packet
transmission on each end-to-end communication link via in-
dependent Bernoulli processes, as an abstraction of various
cooperative transmission techniques and channel models. Let
qpd and qsd denote the probabilities of successful packet
transmission in a time slot under direct transmission at the
primary and secondary systems, respectively, whereas qpc and
qsc represent the respective transmission success probabilities
in the cooperative transmission case. The expressions for
calculating these probabilities can be found for instance in [8]
for a spectrum sharing networks using a two-phase cooperative
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Fig. 1. Queuing network modeling the spectrum sharing system with (a)
opportunistic and (b) cooperative spectrum sharing.

decode-and-forward relaying protocol under Rayleigh fading
channels. Since the secondary cooperative transmission needs
to improve or at least guarantee the probability of successful
packet transmission at the PT, but may decrease the trans-
mission success probability at the ST, we consider qpc ≥ qpd

and qsc ≤ qsd. We model the packet arrival at the primary
and secondary users by independent Bernoulli processes with
per slot packet arrival probabilities λp and λs, respectively.
Our work can be extended to consider Markov modulated
arrival and loss processes. Both PT and ST have a buffer of
infinite capacity for storing the incoming packets and they
follow FIFO transmission policy. Packets that are not received
successfully are retransmitted. We assume that ACK/NACK
messages from the PR and the SR do not get lost.

The resulting queuing networks for opportunistic and co-
operative spectrum sharing are shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b),
respectively. We can see that in both cases the primary and
the secondary queues are coupled, more precisely, the service
rate of the ST depends on the status of the queue at the PT.

III. The Stable-Throughput Region

Let us first evaluate the stable-throughput regions of the
considered spectrum sharing methods. We follow the notion
of strong stability given in [28][29], for slotted systems with
time varying service process. To define strong stability, let us
denote the queue length at the beginning of a time slot n as
Q(n), the number of arrivals in time slot n as A(n), and the
service rate as B(n). We assume that arrivals happen at the
end of the time slot, and can be served only in the following
slot. Then, the queue evolves, as:

Q(n + 1) = max[Q(n) − B(n), 0] + A(n).

Definition 1. The queue is strongly stable, if [28]:

lim sup
N→∞

1
N

N∑
n=1

E[Q(n)] < ∞. (1)

That is, the queue is strongly stable, if it has a bounded
average queue length. A network of queues is strongly stable,
if all queues are strongly stable. The stable-throughput region
of a queuing network is given by the arrival rate vectors for
which the network of queues is strongly stable.

Proposition 1. The following conditions are sufficient for
strong stability.

1) The arrival and service processes are rate convergent,
that is:

lim
N→∞

1
N

N∑
n=1

E[A(n)] = λ, lim
N→∞

1
N

N∑
n=1

E[B(n)] = μ,

and for each positive δ there exists an N, such that,
regardless of past history:

E

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
1
N

N∑
n=1

A(n0 + n)

⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭ ≤ λ+δ, E

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
1
N

N∑
n=1

B(n0 + n)

⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭ ≥ μ−δ;
2) in each time-slot the arrival process is bounded in

second moment, and the service process is bounded,
regardless of past history; and finally

3) the arrival rate is less than the average service rate,
that is λ < μ.

Proof: The proof of the proposition is given in [29].

Theorem 1. 1) The stable-throughput regions SD and SC,
for opportunistic and cooperative spectrum sharing re-
spectively, are:

SD =

{
(λp, λs) : λp < qpd and λs < qsd −

qsd

qpd
λp

}
,

and

SC =

{
(λp, λs) : λp < qpc and λs < qsd +

qsc − qsd

qpc
λp

}
,

while SR, the stable-throughput region of random coop-
eration with cooperation probability pc is:

SR =

{
(λp, λs) :

λp < (1 − pc)qpd + pcqpc

λs < qsd +
pcqsc−qsd

(1−pc)qpd+pcqpc
λp

}
.

2) If the ST performs sequential decisions Π, then the
stable-throughput region SΠ is respectively lower- and
upper-bounded by SD and SC:

SD ⊆ SΠ ⊆ SC .

Proof: To derive the stable-throughput region of the
spectrum sharing system, we have to prove that conditions
1 and 2 in Proposition 1 hold for the secondary and primary
arrival and service processes, and find the arrival rates λp and
λs, where condition 3 holds as well.

Let Ap(n) and As(n) denote the number of arrivals in time
slot n at the PT and ST, respectively, whereas Bp(n) and
Bs(n) are the respective service rates. Since the considered
primary and secondary arrival processes are iid Bernoulli
processes with E[Ap(n)] = λp and E[As(n)] = λs, they are rate
convergent with bounded second moment, that is, conditions
1 and 2 on the arrival processes hold.

The service processes depend on the spectrum sharing
scheme. For all schemes however Bp(n) and Bs(n) can take
values 0 or 1, that is, condition 2 for the service processes
holds. For all schemes, the service processes are either iid
Bernoulli processes, or are controlled by the state of the
queues, that in turn, when stable, can be described with
ergodic discrete time birth-deaths processes, that converge
monotonically to steady state [30]. (For example, under oppor-
tunistic spectrum sharing, the primary service process is an iid
Bernoulli process with E[Bp(n)] = qpd, while the secondary
service process is controlled by the primary queue length Qp,
E[Bs(n)|Qp(n) = 0] = qpd and E[Bs(n)|Qp(n) > 0] = 0.)
Consequently, the primary and secondary service processes
are rate convergent, and thus, condition 1 for the service
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processes is fulfilled as well, for all considered spectrum
sharing schemes.

Let us now find the λp, λs pairs when condition 3 holds.
These arrival rate pairs give the stable-throughput region of
the system.

Consider first opportunistic spectrum sharing. The PT trans-
mits a packet with success probability qpd whenever its queue
is non-empty, independently from the state of the ST. However,
the ST can transmit a packet with success probability qsd if and
only if the primary queue is empty. Therefore μpd and μsd, the
primary and secondary service rates under direct transmission
can be derived as:

Pr[Bp(n) = 1] = qpd, Pr[Bp(n) = 0] = 1 − qpd,

⇒ μpd = qpd, (2)

Pr[Bs(n) = 1] = qsdP[Qp(n) = 0],
Pr[Bs(n) = 0] = 1 − qsdP[Qp(n) = 0],

}

⇒ μsd = qsdP[Qp = 0]. (3)

Since P[Qp = 0] = 1− λp/μpd, condition 3, that is λp < μpd

and λs < μsd, gives the following stable-throughput region for
opportunistic spectrum sharing:

SD =

{
(λp, λs) : λp < qpd and λs < qsd −

qsd

qpd
λp

}
.

Similarly, we can derive the stable-throughput region under
cooperative spectrum sharing. Then, the PT transmits a packet
with success probability qpc whenever its queue is non-empty,
using cooperative transmission. The ST transmits a packet with
success probability qsd if the primary queue is empty, and with
success probability qsc otherwise. Consequently, the average
service rates under cooperation, μpc and μsc, respectively seen
by the primary and secondary sources are:

μpc = qpc, (4)

μsc = qsdP[Qp = 0] + qscP[Qp � 0]. (5)

Under λp < μpc and λs < μsc we get SC , the stable-
throughput region of cooperative spectrum sharing:

SC =

{
(λp, λs) : λp < qpc and λs < qsd +

qsc − qsd

qpc
λp

}
.

Clearly, SD ⊆ SC for all qpc ≥ qpd and qsc ≤ qsd.
To consider random the cooperation scheme, let pc denote

the probability that the secondary user chooses to cooperate,
given that Qp � 0. The average service rates under random
cooperation, μpr and μsr, become:

μpr = (1 − pc)qpd + pcqpc,

μsr = qsdP[Qp = 0] + pcqscP[Qp � 0],

which gives SR, the stable-throughput region of the random
cooperation:

SR =

{
(λp, λs) :

λp < (1 − pc)qpd + pcqpc

λs < qsd +
pcqsc−qsd

(1−pc)qpd+pcqpc
λp

}
.

Opportunistic and cooperative spectrum sharing are special
cases of random cooperation with pc = 0 and pc = 1,

respectively. As expected, SR is equivalent to SD when pc = 0,
and to SC when pc = 1.

Let us now evaluate the stable-throughput region of the
sequential decision scheme, following the dominant system
approach. We consider a system X to be a dominant system
of Y , if the queue sizes in X are, at all times, at least as large
as those in Y . The stable-throughput region of the dominant
system X inner bounds that of Y [23][31].

By comparing the average service rate of PT in (2) with
that in (4), and the average service rate of ST in (3) with
that in (5), we get μpd ≤ μpc and μsd ≤ μsc. So for any
sequential decision scheme Π, the primary and secondary
service rates are bounded as μΠp ∈ [μpd, μpc] and μΠs ∈ [μsd, μsc].
Consequently, any sequential decision scheme stochastically
dominates the opportunistic one, and is dominated by the
cooperative one, that is, SD ⊆ SΠ ⊆ SC .

Fig. 2 gives an example of the stable-throughput region. The
shaded area shows the improvement achieved by cooperation,
which is significant if qpc is larger than qpd, and qsc is close
to qsd. According to Theorem 1, the boundary of the stable-
throughput region of any SΠ is located in the shaded area.

IV. Optimal Sequential Decision Policy for the Secondary
System

A. MDP formulation of sequential decision

We use a Markov Decision Process (MDP) to model the
sequential decision of the secondary user, and to find the
optimal decision policy when the system parameters, that
is, the packet arrival probabilities (λp, λs) and the successful
transmission probabilities (qpd, qpc, qsd, qsc), as well as the
system state, that is, the primary and secondary queue lengths
(Qp,Qs) are known for the ST.

In general, an MDP describes a stochastic control system,
whose state can be observed in discrete time. At each time slot,
the decision maker chooses an action depending on the present
state or the history of the process. An immediate cost (or
reward) incurs after taking the action, and the system moves
to a state with some transition probability that is determined
by the present state and the selected action.

The MDP we formulated is defined as MDP〈S,A,A, p, c〉,
where

• S = {(Qp,Qs),Qp ∈ N0 and Qs ∈ N0}: the countable set
of discrete states, each of which is defined as the queue
length pair.

• A = {0, 1}: the set of control actions taken by the
secondary system, where 0 denotes the case that the ST
chooses to access the channel opportunistically, and 1
refers to cooperative transmission.

• A : S → P(A): the action constraint function. A(s)
denotes the set of allowed actions in state s. We have:

A(s) =

{
{0} if s ∈ {(Qp,Qs),Qp = 0 and Qs ∈ N0}
{0, 1} if s ∈ {(Qp,Qs),Qp � 0 and Qs ∈ N0} .

• p : S × A → Δ(S): the transition function, where
Δ(S) denotes the set of all probability distributions on
S. The probability that the process moves to state s′

after taking action a in state s is given by pa(s, s′) =
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P(st+1 = s′|st = s, at = a), which depends on the arrival
rates, and also on the state and action dependent service
rates. The derivation of state transition probabilities is
straightforward, examples are given in [32].

• c : S × A → R: the cost function c(s, a) denoting the
immediate cost that depends on the present state and the
selected action. A general cost function for queue-length
controlled system is c(s, a) = B(a)+H(s), where B(a) ≥ 0
represents the cost of selecting action a, and H(s) ≥ 0 is
a cost that depends on the system state.
We consider:

c(s, a) = B(a) + H(s) = Cta +ChQs, (6)

that is, we set B(a) = Cta to represent the additional
power consumption of relaying the primary packet, and
H(s) = ChQs, where Ch denotes the cost of the ST for
holding one packet in its queue for one time slot and thus
H(s) = ChQs represents the cost of secondary queuing
delay.

In each state, actions are chosen by following a policy Π,
which defines a rule for decisions that may depend on the
current state, on the past history of the process, and on the
time. A policy is Markovian, if the choice does not depend
on the history, and is stationary if it does not depend on the
time either. The policy is random, if several actions can be
selected in a state with some probabilities, and is deterministic
otherwise.

Note, that both the opportunistic spectrum sharing policy
ΠD and the cooperative spectrum sharing policy ΠC are
deterministic stationary policies. They can be expressed re-
spectively as:

ΠD = {πn = 0, n ∈ N+}; (7)

ΠC = {πn = i, n ∈ N+} with i =

{
0 if sn = (0, j), j ∈ N0

1 otherwise.

The sequential decision degrades to opportunistic spectrum
sharing if a = 0, and to cooperative spectrum sharing if a = 1
for all Qp � 0 and Qs. It degrades to random cooperation if
P(a = 0) is constant and independent from Qp and Qs for all
Qp � 0.

Our objective is to find the optimal policy Π∗ that minimizes
the long-run average cost C(Π), defined as:

C(Π) = lim
N→∞

1
N
EΠ

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
N∑

n=1

c(sn, πn)|s1 = (0, 0)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (8)

where s1 denotes the initial state of the network, πn denotes
the action taken in the nth time slot according to policy Π,
and EΠ is the expectation taken under policy Π.

B. Long-run average cost upper bound

Theorem 2. 1) The long-run average cost defined in (8)
achieved by any policy Π is upper bounded when the
arrival rates lie within the stable-throughput region
SΠ. Moreover, upper bounded average cost implies the
strong stability of Qs.

2) If the ST makes sequential decisions according to the
optimal policy Π∗, then the long-run average cost is
upper bounded when the arrival rates lie within the
stable-throughput region SC.

Proof: For c(s, a) = Cta+ChQs, the long-run average cost
in (8) becomes:

C(Π) = Cc lim
N→∞

1
N
EΠ

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
N∑

n=1

πn

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ +Ch lim
N→∞

1
N
EΠ

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
N∑

n=1

Qs(n)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

≤ Cc +Ch lim
N→∞

1
N
EΠ

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
N∑

n=1

Qs(n)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ < ∞.
The first inequality holds because the first limit is upper
bounded by always taking action 1 in every time slot. The
second inequality holds as a consequence of the definition
of the stable-throughput region introduced in Definition 1,
considering strong stability according to (1).

Similarly, by selecting action 0, we get a lower bound on
the first limit, and consequently,

C(Π) ≥ Ch lim
N→∞

1
N
EΠ

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
N∑

n=1

Qs(n)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,
which implies the strong stability of Qs for C(Π) < ∞.
However, the stability of Qp is not guaranteed. This proves
the first part of Theorem 2.

As the optimal policy Π∗ achieves the minimum average
cost under given λp and λs, this cost has to be upper bounded
by the average cost of the cooperation based spectrum sharing,
that is, C(Π∗) ≤ C(ΠC). As C(ΠC) < ∞ within SC , C(Π∗) < ∞
within SC as well.

C. The existence of optimal stationary policy

We modeled the sequential decision with an infinite state
MDP with unbounded costs and finite action set. We prove the
existence of a stationary policy that is average cost optimal,
building on the results of [33].

Following [33], let us introduce a discount factor 0 < β < 1,
and give the total expected discounted cost incurred by policy
Π as:

VΠ,β(i, j) = EΠ

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
∞∑

n=1

βnc(sn, πn)|s1 = (i, j)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
Let Vβ(i, j) = infΠ VΠ,β(i, j) and hβ(i, j) = Vβ(i, j) − Vβ(0, 0).

Proposition 2 specifies the conditions that must be satisfied
for the average cost optimal stationary policy to exist.

Proposition 2. There exists a stationary policy that is aver-
age cost optimal for the MDP〈S,A,A, p, c〉 if the following
conditions are satisfied:

1) Vβ(i, j) is finite for all (i, j) and β;
2) There exists a nonnegative N such that hβ(i, j) ≥ −N for

all (i, j) and β;
3) There exists nonnegative Mi, j such that hβ(i, j) ≤ Mi, j

for every (i, j) and β. For every (i, j), there exists an
action a such that

∑
k,l pa((i, j), (k, l))Mk,l < ∞.

Proof: See [33].
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Corollary 1. Under condition 1, the quantity Vβ(i, j) satisfies
the optimality equation:

Vβ(i, j) = min
a

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩c((i, j), a) + β
∑
k,l

pa((i, j), (k, l))Vβ(k, l)

⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭ .
Proof: See [33].

Now we can prove the existence of the optimal stationary
policy for sequential decision based spectrum sharing. We give
the proof for the general case when H(s) in (6) is a polynomial
of degree m in Qs, and is nonnegative and nondecreasing with
Qs. The cost function considered in the paper is a specific case
with m = 1.

Theorem 3. For the MDP〈S,A,A, p, c〉, there exists a sta-
tionary policy Π∗ that minimizes the long-run average cost.

Proof: We prove the theorem by proving that conditions
1-3 in Proposition 2 hold. For the stationary policy of always
accessing the spectrum opportunistically, with ΠD given in (7),
the following holds:

Vβ(i, j) ≤ VΠD,β(i, j) ≤
∞∑

n=1

βnc(sn, 0)|sn=(i+n, j+n). (9)

If H(s) in (6) is a polynomial of degree m in Qs, the right
side of (9) is a polynomial of degree m with the leading item∑∞

n=0 β
nnm.

Since
∑∞

n=0 β
nnm = (1 − β)−m−1∑m

j=1 a(m)
j β

j, where a(m)
1 =

a(m)
m = 1 and a(m)

j = ja(m−1)
j + (m − j + 1)a(m−1)

j−1 for j =
2, ...,m − 1, that is,

∑∞
n=1 β

nnm is a summation of finite terms,∑∞
n=0 β

nnm < ∞. Therefore, Vβ(i, j) < ∞, and condition 1 is
satisfied. Specifically, for m = 1, Vβ(i, j) ≤ Ch j/ (1 − β)2.

As the cost function is a polynomial and non-decreasing on
i and j, from Corollary 1 we can observe that Vβ(i, j) is also
non-decreasing in i and j. Therefore, condition 2 on finding a
nonnegative N is straightforward.

Finally, let us consider condition 3. Since Vβ(i, j) is positive
and non-decreasing in i and j, we have:

hβ(i, j) ≤ Vβ(i, j) − 0 ≤
∞∑

n=0

βnc(sn, 0)|sn=(i+n, j+n).

Let Mi, j =
∑∞

n=0 β
nc(sn, 0)|sn=(i+n, j+n). Then the first part of

condition 3 is fulfilled. As in the considered system there is
a finite number of possible transitions from each state, the
second part of the condition holds as well.

D. LP approximation

From Theorem 3 we know that there exists an optimal policy
that is stationary. However, obtaining the optimal stationary
policy is computationally prohibitive since it involves solving
an MDP with a countably infinite state-space. To make the
problem tractable, we aim at approximating the original MDP
by a finite-state MDP with tunable number of states. Specifi-
cally, we consider the system where the PT and the ST have
finite buffers for storing at most Np and Ns packets, respec-
tively, and arriving packets are dropped if there is no space in
the corresponding queue. In this case, the state space becomes
S = {(Qp,Qs),Qp ∈ {0, 1, ...,Np} and Qs ∈ {0, 1, ...,Np}},

whereas the action space and the cost function remains the
same.

Proposition 3. If the arrival rates are inside the stable-
throughput region SC, the long-run average cost from the LP
approximation converges as Np → ∞ and Ns → ∞.

Proof: From Theorem 2 the long-run average cost under
policy Π∗ is bounded in the infinite buffer system. On the
other hand, simple evaluation of the underlaying discrete-time
birth-death processes shows that the average secondary queue
length, and with that, the average cost, are nondecreasing
function of Np and Ns. Therefore, the long-run average cost
converges when Np → ∞ and Ns → ∞.

We find the optimal stationary policy for the finite-state
system by solving the following linear program (LP) [25]:

{z∗s,a}s∈S,a∈A(s) = arg min
∑
s∈S

∑
a∈A(s)

zs,ac(s, a),

s.t.
∑
s∈S

∑
a∈A(s)

zs,a = 1,

∑
a∈A(s′)

zs′ ,a =
∑
s∈S

∑
a∈A(s)

zs,a pa(s, s
′), ∀s′ ∈ S,

zs,a ≥ 0, ∀a ∈ A(s), s ∈ S, (10)

where zs,a denotes the probability that the system is in state s
and chooses action a. With the optimal solution to the LP,
the optimal randomized stationary policy Π∗ = {π∗s,a} that
minimizes the long-run average cost per unit time is computed
as π∗s,a = z∗s,a/

∑
b∈A(s) z∗s,b, and the objective function gives the

minimum long-run average cost. As it is shown in [25], in
each state there is only one action that has positive z∗s,a, and
therefore the optimal policy achieved by (10) is the optimal
deterministic stationary policy. We estimate the optimal sta-
tionary policy for the original infinite buffer MDP by letting
Np → ∞ and Ns → ∞.

V. Sequential Decision with Online Reinforcement Learning

In the case when the system parameters or the system
state are not known for the ST, MDP based optimization of
sequential decision can not be applied. Therefore, we propose
to adapt online reinforcement learning, specifically R-Learning
to find the average cost optimal policy.

We consider two scenarios, full-state and reduced-state. In
both of the cases the ST does not have full knowledge on the
arrival and successful transmission probabilities.
• Full-state scenario: when it requests cooperation, the PT

provides its state, Qp to the ST, that is, the ST has full
knowledge on the primary and secondary queue lengths.

• Reduced-state scenario: the PT sends only a request for
cooperation, but no information on Qp. Therefore, the
ST only knows whether the primary queue is empty
or not. Therefore, in this case, the original state space
S = {(Qp,Qs),Qp ∈ N0,Qs ∈ N0} is reduced to
S′ = {(Qp,Qs),Qp ∈ {0, 1},Qs ∈ N0}, where 0 denotes
that the primary queue is empty, and 1, otherwise.

R-learning [6][27] is an average-reward reinforcement learn-
ing method, and thus can be used in both scenarios to try to
find the average cost optimal policy. R-learning is based on the
iterative updating of the state dependent action-value functions
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called the R-factors, and the experienced average cost ρ, via
a sample path. The R-factor Rt(s, a) represents the expected
cost of taking action a in state s given that an optimal policy
is applied for all future steps. The R-learning algorithm works
as follows:

1) At time t = 1, all the R-factors are initialized to a finite
value (for instance 0), and the average cost to ρ1 = 0.
Let s denote the current state.

2) Action a = arg minb∈A(s) Rt(s, b) is selected with proba-
bility 1−αt, whereas with probability αt, an exploratory
action a is chosen uniformly from A(s), to ensure that
the action space is explored and the learning does not
converge to a local optimum.

3) Let c(s, a) and s′ denote the incurred cost and the next
state, respectively. The R-factor is updated as:

Rt+1(s, a)← (1−βr)Rt(s, a)+βr

[
c(s, a) − ρt + min

b∈A(s′)
Rt(s

′, b)

]
.

(11)

In the case a = arg minb∈A(s) Rt(s, b) was selected, the
average cost is updated as well:

ρt+1 ← (1−βρ)ρt+βρ

[
c(s, a) + min

b∈A(s′)
Rt(s

′, b) − min
b∈A(s)

Rt(s, b)

]
.

(12)

4) Let t = t + 1 and s = s′, and go to step 2.

In (11) and (12), βr and βρ denote the update rate of the
R-factors and ρ, with 0 ≤ βr ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ βρ ≤ 1. After con-
vergence, the decision in state s is set to arg minb∈A(s) R(s, b).

The above R-learning algorithm runs similarly in the full-
state and the reduced-state scenarios. The main difference is
that (Np + 1) × (Ns + 1) R-factors need to be learned in the
former case, whereas only 2(Ns + 1) ones in the latter one.
For R-learning in the considered infinite buffer system the
state space is extended dynamically according to the maximum
experienced queue lengths.

We apply R-learning algorithm with semi-uniform explo-
ration, with constant αt. Other exploratory methods, like Boltz-
mann exploration, uncertainty estimation (UE) exploration are
presented and compared in [27][34]. While the convergence
of R-learning to the optimal value is not proved, the detailed
evaluations show that R-learning finds near optimal solutions
in most scenarios [27].

VI. Case Study

In this section, we compare the optimal sequential decision
(OSD) with the opportunistic (OPP), and the cooperative
(COOP) schemes, as well as with optimal random coopera-
tion (ORC), that is, random cooperation with optimal state-
independent cooperation probability, that minimizes the long-
run average cost. For OSD we obtain the optimal sequential
decision policy by solving the LP in (10), and perform
simulations to validate the analytic solution. We find the opti-
mal cooperation probability for ORC with exhaustive search.
Moreover, we evaluate whether R-learning (RL) can provide
OSD average-cost close to the optimal one.

qpd
(=0.6)

qsd (=0.5)

qsc (=0.4)

p

s

0

(qpc,qsc)

qpc
(=0.8)

OPP COOP

scenario 2

scenario 3

scenario 1

scenario 4

scenario 5

Fig. 2. Stable-throughput region for the spectrum sharing schemes.

The length of each time slot is assumed to be one time unit.
All simulation results shown are average values from 10 runs,
each of which lasting for 50,000 time slots.

A. Stable-throughput region and simulation scenarios

Fig. 2 shows the stable-throughput region when the PT
and the ST have infinite buffers and the probabilities of
successful packet transmission are set as qpd = 0.6, qpc = 0.8,
qsd = 0.5, and qsc = 0.4. We keep these parameters fixed, and
consider five scenarios with different sets of (λp, λs). Under
scenarios 1-3, the arrival rates (λp, λs) are (0.2, 0.2), (0.5, 0.2)
and (0.2, 0.5), respectively. As shown in Fig. 2, under these
three scenarios the (λp, λs) pairs are in SD, in SC and outside
SC respectively. Under scenario 4 we fix λp = 0.2, giving a
moderate primary load, and increase λs until it reaches the
upper bound of SC , whereas under scenario 5, we fix λs = 0.2
and increase λp.

B. Average cost under increasing buffer size

Let us first evaluate whether the LP approximation with
limited buffer size can provide good estimate of the average
cost in infinite buffer OSD systems. We set the unit costs
as Ch = Cc = 1, and increase the buffer size of PT and
ST in scenarios 1-3. Fig. 3 shows that if the (λp, λs) pair is
inside the stable-throughput region of a scheme, the average
cost converges as the buffer sizes increase and the packet
loss ratio reduces to zero; if the (λp, λs) pair is outside the
stable-throughput region of a scheme, the average cost goes to
infinity, as it happens for OPP in scenario 2 and for all schemes
in scenario 3 (shown in Fig. 3(c) and (d), respectively).
As we see, the results in Fig. 3 verify Proposition 3, that
is, the LP approximation introduced in Section IV-D gives
good estimation of the OSD average cost for stable systems
with infinite buffer capacity, though the required buffer size
increases with the load. Fig. 3 also indicates that for OSD
the analytic and simulation results are consistent. For the rest
of the evaluation, unless specified, we use fixed buffer size
Np = Ns = 30, and use the analytic LP results to show the
average cost under OSD.

C. On the increase of the cost for cooperation

The cost of cooperation depends on the preferences of the
secondary system, and may change, for example increase as
energy resources become scarce. Therefore, we evaluate, how
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Fig. 3. (a) The average cost and (b) the packet loss ratio vs. the buffer sizes
under scenario 1. The average cost vs. the buffer sizes under (c) scenario 2
and (d) scenario 3.

the different schemes adapt to increasing cooperation cost Cc.
We consider scenario 1, where (λp, λs) is located inside the
stable-throughput regions of all the schemes. We keep the cost
of holding a packet constant Ch = 1, and increase the cost of
cooperative transmission Cc = 0, 1, 2, . . . 10.

As it is shown in Fig. 4(a), the cost of OPP does not
depend on Cc/Ch, while the cost of COOP increases linearly,
as expected. OSD achieves the lowest average cost, which
converges to the cost of COOP at low Cc, and to the cost
of OPP at high Cc values, as OSD trades off the cost of
cooperation and the cost of holding packets. ORC can as well
trade off these costs, however with lower efficiency. For the
considered parameters OSD can decrease the average cost with
ca. 15% at high Cc values, compared to OPP, while it can
achieve up to 40% gain for medium Cc values, where none of
OPP or COOP is efficient.

Fig. 4(b) shows the components of the average cost, that
is, the cost of cooperation and the cost of holding packets.
The average cost shown in Fig. 4(a) is the sum of these two
components. OPP does not allow cooperation so it has zero
cost for cooperation, whereas under COOP the secondary user
always cooperates when the primary queue is not empty, so
the average cost for cooperation in this case increases linearly
with Cc. Both of these schemes have constant average cost
for holding packets since increasing Cc does not change their
access strategies. For OSD and ORC the cost of cooperation is
kept more or less constant, or is even decreased, while the cost
of holding packets increases sublinearly with Cc. Note, that
when OSD and ORC have the same cooperation cost (at ca.
Cc/Ch = 5), OSD achieves significantly lower cost of holding
packets, which shows the efficiency of the state dependent
decision policy.

Fig. 4(c) shows the average packet delay at the PT and
the ST. Compared to OPP, the delay experienced by PT is de-
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Fig. 4. (a) The average cost, (b) the components of the average cost, (c) the
average PT and ST packet delay, and (d) the optimal cooperation probability
vs. Cc/Ch under scenario 1.

creased or at least guaranteed, motivating that the primary sys-
tem will allow cooperation. Comparing the secondary packet
delay in Fig. 4(c) with the packet holding cost in Fig. 4(b),
we can see that they are proportional, which indicates that the
introduced state depended cost reflects the experienced delay,
and delay sensitive secondary systems can tune Ch to achieve
the preferred performance.

To see the reason of the delay increase, in Figure 4 (d) we
compare the probability that cooperation is performed in an
arbitrary time-slot for OSD and ORC. Both schemes reduce
the cooperation probability when the unit cost for cooperation
increases, though with different rate. As Cc increases, these
schemes move from always cooperating when Qp � 0 towards
transmitting opportunistically. At Cc/Ch = 9, ORC starts to
transmit purely opportunistically, since the random coopera-
tion strategy is not efficient enough to achieve the delay gain
needed to compensate for the increased cost of cooperation.

We can conclude that a dynamic secondary access scheme,
OSD or ORC, is necessary to adapt to changing cooperation
cost. The introduced state depend cost allows delay control
in these systems. OSD can achieve significant (up to 40%
in the considered case) cost decrease, while ORC has lower
efficiency due to the sate independent control.

D. On the increase of the arrival rates

Let us now evaluate, how the proposed solutions adapt
to changing load conditions, first considering an increasing
load at ST. We keep the unit costs Ch = 1, Cc = 2 and
λp = 0.2 constant, and increase λs according to scenario 4.
Fig. 5(a) shows that OPP performs well at low, while COOP
at high λs, and OSD and ORC balances well between the
two deterministic solutions. Note, however, that for low and
high loads ORC performs just as well as the more effective
deterministic scheme. To better understand the gain of OSD,
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Fig. 6. (a) The average cost, (b) the relative cost, and (c) the components of the average cost vs. the arrival rate at the PT, for scenario 5.

in Fig. 5(b) we shows the costs relative to the OSD one. We
see that the OSD gain is significant at moderate λs, where the
cost of OPP and COOP is higher with 50% and the cost of
ORC with 30%.

The components of the average cost are shown in Fig. 5(c),
where the cooperation cost curves indicate that the two dy-
namic secondary access schemes (ORC and OSD) increase the
cooperation probability when the load at the secondary user
increases, and cooperation is necessary to keep the ST queuing
delay low. Again we see that the state independent decision
forces ORC to transmit opportunistically at low λs and to
start to always cooperate rather early, while OSD increases
the cooperation probability nearly linearly with λs. The packet
holding cost increases exponentially for OPP and COOP, as
expected. Interestingly, for this scenario OSD can manage
nearly the same packet holding cost as COOP, but with lower
cooperation cost since it can make state-dependent decision.

Let us now keep λs = 0.2 constant, and increase λp accord-
ing to scenario 5. Fig. 6(a) and (b) show that OSD always
achieves the lowest average cost, and its gain is significant
when λp is not very low. At λp close to zero the four schemes
achieve the same average cost since in all the schemes ST
transmit directly to SR if the primary queue is empty. As it is
visible in Fig. 6(b) the average cost of OPP is slightly lower
than that of COOP when λp is low, but increases very fast and
the system becomes unstable. ORC balances between OPP and

COOP again, but it is not efficient, for the considered scenario
its cost is up to 40% higher than that of OSD.

Fig. 6(c) shows the components of the average cost. As we
can see, cooperation can decrease the cost of holding packets
significantly, in the considered scenario this cost is nearly
independent from λp under COOP, OSD and ORC. Of course
the price is the increased cost of cooperation, which increases
nearly linearly with λp not only for COOP, but also for OSD
and ORC.

Our results considering the changing primary or secondary
load show that although ORC can trade off the cost of
cooperation and delay, its performance is not significantly
better than the better one of the deterministic (OPP or COOP)
schemes. The average cost can be significantly reduced with
OSD. By utilizing cooperation when it effectively decreases
the packet holding cost, OSD can achieve secondary queuing
delays close to the one of COOP, however cooperating less
frequently.

E. On the performance of R-learning

Finally we consider the case when the traffic and link
statistics and possibly even the primary system state are not
known for the SU, and the optimal sequential decision policy
needs to be found by R-learning (RL), as defined in Section
V. The parametrization of R-learning is non-trivial [27]. We
consider fixed exploration probability αt = 0.5 for t ∈ N+ and
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Fig. 7. (a) The average cost from a single RL simulation run under the full-state scenario. The average cost vs. (b) the buffer sizes under scenario 1, and
(b) the secondary arrival rate under scenario 4.

update rates βr = 0.5 and βρ = 0.05. The optimization of these
parameters is beyond the focus of this paper.

We evaluate the convergence speed of RL in Fig. 7(a),
showing the average cost from time zero as a function of the
number of iteration steps. We consider scenario 1 with Ch = 1
and Cc = 2, and single RL simulation runs for the full-state
scenario with buffer sizes Np = Ns = 5, 10,+∞, respectively.
Similar convergence can be shown under the reduced-state
scenario. The figure shows that the average cost converges fast
and changes little after step 10, 000. The convergence speed
is almost unaffected by the buffer size, which shows that RL
can efficiently discover the action space in the states where
the system resides with high probability.

Fig. 7(b) and (c) show the average cost with 95% confidence
interval, based on 10 simulation runs. Each simulation run
starts with a learning phase of 50, 000 iteration steps. Then
the policy is fixed and the average cost is calculated for the
next 50, 000 time slots.

In Fig. 7(b) we compare the average cost of OSD under
scenario 1 with different buffer sizes, considering the LP
solution with full knowledge on the traffic and link statistics,
and full-, and reduced-state RL. We show the OPP and COOP
performance for comparison. For all the three OSD solutions
the cost first increases with the buffer size, as packet losses
are avoided, and remains constant once the packet loss ratio
is reduced almost to zero, showing that RL reaches a close
to optimal solution even at infinite buffer size. RL achieves
a little higher average cost than LP, however, still performs
better than the two deterministic schemes, OPP and COOP.
Comparing RL with full- and reduced-state in Fig. 7(b) we
see that the secondary system can perform close to optimal
dynamic access control even without knowing the exact state
of the primary queue.

Fig. 7(c) shows the average cost under the changing sec-
ondary load of scenario 4, where λp = 0.2 kept constant and
λs increased. Similarly to Fig. 5(a), Fig. 7(c) indicates that
OPP and COOP performs well respectively at low and high
λs, and OSD with LP based optimization can achieve a tradeoff
between the two deterministic schemes. Most importantly we
see, that RL can achieve a similar trade-off, with a very
slight increase of the average cost. The efficiency of the

RL algorithms shown in Fig. 7 motivates well its use to
find dynamic secondary access control policies, when the
secondary user does not know a priori the traffic and link
statistics, and even the present queue size of the primary user.

VII. Conclusion

In this paper we considered cognitive spectrum sharing
networks with non-backlogged traffic, where the secondary
user has the possibility to trade off cooperation cost and
channel access delay. We defined two dynamic secondary
access schemes, sequential decision and random cooperation,
and compared them to static solutions with pure opportunistic
or pure cooperative access. We formulated the problem of
optimal sequential decision as an MDP with a cost function
that combines the cost of cooperation, e.g., increased sec-
ondary energy consumption, and the cost of queuing delay,
and proved the existence of a stationary policy that is average
cost optimal. We showed that dynamic secondary access with
optimal sequential decision can achieve significant gain com-
pared to the static schemes. It can adapt the transmission policy
to changing cooperation cost or changing traffic intensities,
and can achieve secondary delays as low as the one of pure
cooperative transmission, with significantly lower cooperation
cost. Optimal random cooperation can trade off cooperation
cost and delay as well, though with lower efficiency. In
general, our results show that dynamic secondary cooperation
control is necessary, if the cost of cooperation is not negligible
for the secondary system.

We addressed the case when the primary user does not
share traffic and link statistics and even buffer state with the
secondary one. In this case the secondary user can adapt online
reinforcement learning to find optimal stationary access policy.
Specifically, we considered R-learning, originally proposed to
find average-cost optimal solution in MDPs with unknown
transition probabilities. Our results demonstrate that reinforce-
ment learning performs close to optimal, and therefore can
provide a very powerful solution in spectrum sharing networks
where traffic and link statistics are not known.
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